TRDC TOKEN

THE RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Introducing the Traders Coin Project
What can help crypto investors in this market ? That is the question that
triggered the idea of the TRDC project. Started with the objective of a
platform to provide a demo for beginner traders and organize
competition to select top skillful crypto investors and reward them with
money. A way to help that with skills but with no capital, and that with
capital with little experience.
Such an idea to be available and ready to be used, it must stand on a
strong system. So it came to the importance of creating tools first, and
combining them later to make a useful toolbox for traders.
TRDC is a token created on Binance smart chain which objectives are :
● A trading platform
● A wallet that tracks the user’s wallet and provides him with his buying
and selling information, entry and exit areas, profits and losses
● A system for tracking whale wallets, analyzing their movements, and
studying market trends
● A system for copying transactions of large wallets, where the user’s
wallet is linked to a whale’s one and copies the buying and selling
transactions according to the user's capital
● A launchpad platform

Contract : 0x7e8db69dcff9209e486a100e611b0af300c3374e

Slippage : 0.1%
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Introducing
the roadmap
Overview
Phase 1 :
- TRDC wallet v2 Android and IOS version
- TRDC Dex platform V2
- TRDC Diamond hands airdrop event
Phase 2:
- Extending TRDC communities by adding an Asian community
- Starting online crypto Forums
- Staking events
- TRDC CWallet, SWallet, SWallet prototypes
Phase 3:
- TRDC wallet and TRDC Dex platform updates
- TRDC CWallet & SWallet Beta versions
- TRDC Gaming project whitepaper (Metavers)
Phase 4:
- TRDC wallet and TRDC Dex platform updates
- TRDC CWallet , SWallet , XWallet V1
- TRDC NFT project whitepaper
Phase 5:
- TRDC wallet and TRDC Dex platform updates
- TRDC annual team evaluation report
- TRDC Diamond hands airdrop event
- TRDC Launchpad
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Details
Phase 1 :

Phase 2 :

● TRDC wallet v2 Android and IOS version

● Extending TRDC communities

TRDC Wallet allows users to have an overview over the crypto

TRDC started with an Arabic community, then added English

market, explore the different tokens and manage their own

and Turkish communities to expand its audience. The next

wallet. It provides users with the possibility to swap on

goal for the TRDC team is the asian population. And then,

PancakeSwap and 1Inch servers directly on its interface. An

doors will open for another one.

android version was released first as a beta version. Before

Arab telegram Community : https://t.me/trdc_arab

the end of December the second version of TRDC Wallet will

English telegram Community : https://t.me/trdc_family

be released for Android and IOS smartphones.

Turkish telegram Community : https://t.me/TRDC_TR

● TRDC Dex platform V2

● Starting online crypto Forums

TRDC Dex is a decentralized exchange developed by TRDC

People like to know about coins and tokens, but they need to

team in order to make swapping easier and fast with features

know more about crypto. Spreading awareness in the non

like auto slippage calculation and high speed transaction with

crypto population and educating people about the dangers

low fees.

and benefits of crypto is a must, and sometimes it cannot be
done on crypto tokens groups. A forum is more suitable for

● TRDC Diamond hands airdrop event

the task.

TRDC will reward its loyal holders for supporting the project

● Staking events

and assisting the team in many ways. Holding the token and
not buying is never easy especially when they see the chart
goes up and down over and over, and the token shall reward
their patience.

TRDC holders can gain more tokens using staking events
organized by the TRDC team in collaboration with exchange
platforms.

● TRDC CWallet, SWallet, XWallet prototypes
TRDC C, S and XWallets are tools that will make any crypto
trader happier. Being able to monitor gains and losses and
have a complete history of the transaction made by the user
wallet. Having data to analyse the market and inspect the
whales mouvement or even cloning a whales wallet are tools
that TRDC have in plan.
The prototypes of some or all the wallet will be presented.
And from there the development team is going to take
remarques and feedback to make the beta version.
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Details
Phase 3 :

Phase 4 :

● TRDC wallet and TRDC Dex platform updates

● TRDC wallet and TRDC Dex platform updates

After using the TRDC Wallet and TRDC Dex for months, a

Providing updates for the TRDC Wallet and Dex platform to

new version will see light in the form of fixes, patches and new

ensure continuous stability and high performance.

features.

● TRDC CWallet , SWallet , XWallet V1
● TRDC CWallet & SWallet Beta versions
CWallet is the tool that will allow whale transaction cloning. It
is where a user can link his wallet to a whale’s wallet and copy
it’s transaction automatically. A tool used by crypto veterans
which will be easy to use by TRDC investors.
SWallet is the tool that will provide a dashboard about the
user wallet. It will show entry points and exit points made by
the user on trades, profit made or losses. It’s a tool to
translate blockchain data to readable ,visual and easy to read
info.

XWallet is the tool that is going to provide the users with a
market analysis based on crypto data and whales movement.
The objective is to help the users make better investment
decisions.
First published versions of the C, S and X wallet will be
available for TRDC users to test and give feedback.

● TRDC NFT project whitepaper
Trading NFT will be possible on the TRDC platform. Show
your talent and creativity and get paid for it.

● TRDC Gaming project whitepaper (Metavers)
For an all out token solution for crypto traders, gaming is a
must. TRDC team plans to create a game where investors
can enjoy their free time and gain TRDC tokens and other
prizes.

Phase 5 :
● TRDC wallet and TRDC Dex platform updates
Updating the TRDC products, fixing issues and adding new
features to make them better and more useful.

● TRDC annual team evaluation report
After completing the first stable versions of TRDC project
tools, It’s time to reflect on mistakes and appreciate the good
work done by everybody. Doing a team evaluation is a way to
strength the project and make the necessary changes

● TRDC Diamond hands airdrop event
TRDC loyal holders are to be rewarded for not selling the
token and support the team.

● TRDC Launchpad
TRDC Launchpad, a project to help new projects get
audience and funds. The goal is to introduce the next gems to
crypto populations.
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Introducing TRDC
role

Problems :
Growth of scam tokens and scam projects draining a lot of people’s investments and
life saving
Not everyone has the suffisance knowledge to differentiate between scam and real
projects.
The need to use Dapp and browsers to connect wallets to PancakeSwap and 1Inch
platforms to swap.

Solution proposed by TRDC :
TRDC will provide investors with multiple data resources through tools : C , S and
XWallet
TRDC Wallet provides direct swapping using PancakeSwap and 1Inch servers with
personalized trading settings directly on the TRDC Swap Wallet
available on Android and IOS.
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TOKENOMICS

Maximum supply : 210 Million
Locked 🔐 token 55.5 Million
Token team 30 Million " for 15 month "
Token to be burned : 10 Million
Token for (Development and Marketing): 5 Million
Token for the Airdrop : 2 Million

Maximum
supply : 210
Million

Locked 🔐
token 55.5
Million

Token team
30 Million " for
15 month "

Development
and Marketing:
5 Million

Token for the
Airdrop : 2
Million

Token to be
burned : 10
Million
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TRDC products
TRDC Swap Wallet
Store, swap and explore with one tool

get real-time market data
. easily & fast

.

.

.

.

Explore , learn and manage your favorite
tokens and coins

Receive the latest news on
cryptocurrency .

.

.

.

.

.

Add, track send & receive, your
cryptocurrenies with ease

Swap cryptocurrencies in high
speed directly on the Wallet

.

Flexible, customisable, and implemets
multi-layer security

TRDC DEX
Trade in V1. V2 and V3 with auto slippage :
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Team

The TRDC team began with its owner and two developers, and it got
bigger and enforced by none other than its holders who volunteered at
times and became more committed to the project. The list of the team
members may change as new talents are welcomed to contribute, and
potential lack of free time for current and future members. The goal is to
build the project to a point where it's self-running and self-financing.
The final goal is to make the decentralized platform a reference for crypto
traders and plan to keep it updated with future possible trading strategies
that can be coded and made public to everyone. This cannot be done
without the contribution of the mass crypto experts and veterans. We
believe that this way, we can contribute to indirectly pushing the crypto
market a little bit forward.
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Links
Email Address:
Contact@trdctoken.com
Project Website
https://trdctoken.com
BscScan
https://bscscan.com/token/0x7e8db69dcff9209e486a100e611b0af300c3374e

Telegram English community
https://t.me/trdc_family
Coin Market Cap
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/traders-coin/
CoinGecko
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/traders-coin
Twitter Link
www.twitter.com/TradersCoinTRDC
Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/r/traderscoinTRDC
Medium Link
https://medium.com/@TradersCoin
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